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SUMMARY

Research Questions

- In what ways can climate change serve as an indirect contributor to terrorism?

Key Insights and Findings

- While climate change may not be a direct ‘root cause’ of terrorism” it is recognized as a predominant destabilizing force that fosters an enabling environment for violent extremist organizations (VEOs).

- When communities or individuals lack the capacity to adopt alternative livelihoods and are exposed to increasing climate insecurity, affected communities or individuals may resort to illegal and illicit activities to generate income or feel the pull of VEOs’ recruitment.

- When regions are exposed to, or situated in, an environment susceptible to climate insecurities and are highly dependent on that environment for livelihoods, a positive correlational relationship between climate change and violence strengthens. This relationship may affect violent extremism as well and requires further analysis.

- VEOs may exploit conflict and instabilities in receiving countries caused by migration and changes in mobility patterns due to diverse groups coming in contact with each other.

- VEOs capitalize on community and individual grievances as a result of perceived or actual subjective deterioration furthering their ideological agendas.
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Background

With growing concern over climate-related security consequences, researchers and policymakers are increasingly focused on the ways climate change may contribute to terrorism. While a direct causal link between climate change and terrorist activity is not clear, evidence suggests that the impacts of climate change assist in creating conditions that support conflict and violence, including acts of terror (Figure 1). This theoretical assertion is backed by a wealth of empirical and qualitative research on the climate-security-nexus and climate-conflict pathways studies. Due to the paucity of direct research on climate-terrorism pathways, this rapid review examines four climate-conflict pathways in the evidence base that are relevant to understanding if, and how, climate and terrorism interact. It acknowledges that climate-conflict pathways research needs to disentangle different forms of conflict and political violence and advances an approach that can, in the future, identify causal mechanisms in a climate change-terrorism pathway. While climate change may not be “a direct root cause of terrorism” it is increasingly understood to be “an overarching destabilizing element that fosters the enabling environment for non-state actor terrorist groups.” In other words, climate change can be broadly understood as an indirect contributor to terrorism. To help explain and navigate the relationship between climate change and conflict, scholars have established four overarching and interconnected conceptual pathways. Engaging the research on each pathway is valuable to the approach to better understanding the ways climate change may act as an indirect contributor to terrorism. The pathways are as follows:

- Worsening livelihood conditions,
- Migration and mobility patterns,
- Exploitation by elites and resources mismanagement, and
- Tactical considerations by violent non-state actors.

Figure 1: Climate-Security-Nexus Concept Map

Macro Trends: Refers to pervasive and persistent global phenomena that act as forces of change impacting current environmental and human systems operations.

Factors: Refers to forces, processes, and phenomena that produce and shape, and are shaped by, connections between macro trends and insecurities of current environmental and human systems operations.

Insecurities: Refers to forces, processes, and phenomena that threaten everyday life chances increasing vulnerabilities in current environmental and human systems operations.


2 Tim Sweijis, Marleen de Hann, and Hugo van Manen. 2022. Unpacking the Climate Security Nexus: Seven Pathologies Linking Climate Change to Violent Conflict. The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies.


The four specific pathways listed above demonstrate how and under what conditions climate shocks, pressures, and variability may create environments that foster terrorist activity. Again, these pathways do not imply mono-casual or direct routes to violent conflict but rather offer evidence to support how the impacts of climate change may create enabling environments for radicalization to violent extremism and terrorism (See Rapid Review #3).

Evidence Review
Worsening Livelihood Conditions

When investigating the climate change-conflict relationship, examining a state's resiliency and its ability to adapt to climate-related impacts highly influences whether violence is an outcome or not and it is important to note that a region's resiliency is highly dependent on existing political, economic, and social conditions and factors. To adequately and appropriately track a possible pathway from climate change to conflict it is valuable to examine how and if climate insecurities result in the worsening of livelihoods. Evidence suggests that climate change produces environments where community's livelihoods are and will increasingly be less feasible. If a region lacks livelihood resilience, where vulnerabilities challenge the ability to change livelihoods as an adaption strategy, the risk of conflict increases.

Livelihood insecurity is especially salient in weak or fragile states that are already suffering from a range of existing vulnerabilities. Climate change indirectly influences conflict, where it amplifies or compounds pre-existing economic, social, and political insecurities that are known contributors to violence. Those most vulnerable include communities that are reliant on farming and agriculture as a means of survival. Specifically, the livelihoods in these regions are determined by the climate, their resources, and their minimal capacity to respond to climate pressures. In other words, when regions are highly dependent on natural resources as a source of income and essential provisions and lack the capability to respond to climate-related consequences, their livelihoods are more extremely impacted by climate change. Climate shocks, such as droughts and floods, and climate variabilities, like soil degradation and desertification, can have detrimental effects in these communities where climate-related disasters can decrease the availability of natural resources, including water, land, livestock, and crops.

Weak states that are susceptible to climate pressures are likely to encounter food and water insecurity, which can increase the risk of conflict. Lack of resources can influence individuals' and groups' utilization of violence to protect or acquire remaining resources (i.e. resource competition). Regions that are reliant on renewable natural resources may resort to communal conflict in response to the loss of outputs as a means to protect and/or access existing resources. As resources become more scarce, groups will compete for what remains. Furthermore, with dwindling resources and population growth,
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groups with power collect surviving resources and shift the distribution, resulting in increased grievances towards elite groups (see elite pathway below). As a result, VEOs can take advantage of increased grievances and growing inequalities. For example, in East Africa, agricultural and pastoral communities heavily reliant on rainfall patterns are witnessing observable increases in communal and rebel conflicts occurring during periods of heavy rainfall.

Of particular concern, climate pressures can damage (housing) infrastructure, farming, and agriculture, which can negatively impact employment and income. Effects are especially detrimental when communities do not have the capacity to adopt alternative livelihoods. Affected groups may resort to illegal activities and/or join violent armed groups, including VEOs, to generate income if legal employment is no longer available. For example, in Indonesia, piracy-related activities noticeably increased after observable decreases in revenue generated from fishing.

Oceanographic climate variation will influence the amount of fish caught and/or the number of feasible fishing trips. Furthermore, climate shocks, such as the 2011 typhoon in Indonesia, move fishermen closer to shore, further affecting the success of their trips. The decrease in legal income opportunities and the economy’s reliance on the fishing industry factor into piracy as a viable adaptation strategy among fishermen. Whether or not this type of violent adaptation strategy is viable in a climate change-terrorism pathway needs further investigation.

In another example, pastoralists in Kenya, that have lost income due to climate-related environmental changes are participating in violent activities, such as livestock raiding to adapt to their new circumstances. During dry months in the Turkana district, livestock raids tend to increase as pastoralists compete over limited resources and land. When interviewed, raiders revealed that mutual cooperation was no longer beneficial as their livelihood was compromised. Non-state actors can encourage local conflicts to strategically exacerbate instability and further weaken states. This grants non-state actors, like VEOs, the opportunity, and space to gain power, boost recruitment, and, ultimately, further their agenda. Worsening livelihood conditions, including the lack of resources and employment opportunities, decreases the cost of engaging in violence. As support for non-state violent groups increases and human securities are threatened, climate change responses are further challenged, and the risk of terrorist activity and organized crime is heightened.
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threatened, climate-change responses are further challenged and the risk of terrorist activity and organized crime is potentially heightened.

In addition to a lack of resources and employment, regions that lack governance capacity or capability to address climate change face an increased risk of conflict. While social, political, and economic inequalities are contributing factors to violence by themselves, climate change multiplies these threats. For instance, climate shocks can reduce a government’s ability to function in and be resilient to, emergency situations. Specifically, in weak states that have heightened vulnerability, climate shocks create an additional strain for governments by introducing new financial burdens, increased human insecurity risks, and operational challenges. Alongside normal government functions, their response capabilities are affected by climate pressures, destroyed infrastructure, and inadequate basic safety measures resulting in diminished trust and support in the government. When governments lack the capacity to respond to climate-related consequences, likely due to pre-existing vulnerabilities, it can aid in state failure. As climate shocks, pressures, and variability become more frequent and intense, weak state infrastructure will be continually challenged, thus worsening the livelihoods of those affected. As mentioned though, conflict is not an absolute result of climate pressures. Rather, a region or group’s adaptive capacity is a key mechanism in mitigating the climate change-conflict pathway.

Existing vulnerabilities, fragile coping strategies, and capabilities that influence worsening livelihood conditions are determined by different social, political, and economic factors including history of violence and forced migration, marginalization, the strength of government legitimacy, level of dependence on renewable natural resources, and previous environmental impacts. Researchers examine how exposure, vulnerabilities, and coping capacities interact together finding that many low-income countries residing in tropical zones are becoming warmer due to climate change, thus negatively impacting and limiting their agricultural outputs. Their exposure to the equatorial climate and their pre-existing socio-economic status make them more vulnerable to climate-related impacts.

Livelihood insecurity, as a result of climate change, has the potential to create environments that foster varying forms of terrorism activity. When affected groups are not resilient and cannot adapt, the risk of conflict and violence increases. Further, climate shocks and variability will have a disproportionate impact on poorer, developing countries. Climate-related disasters will compound existing vulnerabilities further exacerbating other vulnerabilities like a lack of adequate governmental response. Meanwhile, those capable will “adapt and recover from such environmental stress by modifying their agricultural practices, switching to alternative livelihoods, or using migration as an adaptive strategy.” However, it is possible
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that climate change’s impact on less developed and developing countries may create a ripple effect for developed countries as well. This possibility needs to be further examined.

**Figure 2: Livelihood Insecurity Pathway**

![Livelihood Insecurity Pathway Diagram]

**Increasing Migration and Changing Mobility Patterns**

The second climate-conflict pathway that informs the climate change-security-nexus is related to environmentally induced migration and climate-related changing mobility patterns. Migration is an adaptation strategy for those with worsening livelihoods, lack of access to necessary resources, the capabilities shift to alternative livelihoods, and/or the increased impacts of climate change. Whether is it a short-term or long-term strategy, migration affords a chance to search for areas that present more viable economic, social, and political opportunities.

Following devastating climate shocks, exposed and vulnerable populations will often choose or are often forced to migrate. Several environmental, economic, and socioeconomic push and pull factors contribute to an individual’s motivations or necessity to migrate. Worsening livelihood conditions act as push factors in the decision to migrate, and the promise of improved livelihoods, including viable employment, safety, family unification, stability, and favorable immigration policies, are pull factors that influence migration into a particular region.

Populations that “use migration to deal with permanent loss of livelihood...[or] help overcome temporary livelihood insecurities” are largely resource-dependent populations and those experiencing livelihood insecurity. Less developed countries are particularly at risk because climate-related disasters can compound already existing vulnerabilities. With added stressors to a state’s infrastructure, government capacity to support modifying livelihoods as an adaptation strategy are generally not feasible.
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Thus, populations will look to migrate to resource-rich environments that provide new employment opportunities and perceived safety, oftentimes to urban areas. In fact, climate change has increased rural-urban migration at an increasingly quick pace as a result of the loss of economic opportunities in rural areas. Urban areas can offer opportunistic livelihoods for rural communities but also sustain a significant level of inequality. Consequently, rural-urban migration may induce high marginalization in host regions which may prompt communal conflict and increased grievances if states cannot adequately respond to an influx of migrants. Growing urbanization, due to climate change, invites terrorist activities given the unstable environment following a large migration (See Rapid Review #2 and #3).

Ultimately, Climate shocks that cause infrastructure damage and diminish or decimate natural resources can result in economic insecurities, like loss of income and economic decline, that drive migration. For instance, mass migration from Bangladesh to India occurred after suffering decades of land degradation and erosion and water and food scarcity that was further exacerbated by several climate shocks. When livelihood and adaptation strategies failed, 12-17 million Bangladeshis migrated to India, and a million were internally displaced.

According to past research, there are four overarching factors that influence the relationship between migration and conflict:

- **Competition**: Competition occurs when the arrival of migrants overwhelms the supply of renewable natural resources. This is likely in situations of high levels of migration and/or the receiving areas are less developed and resource-dependent regions themselves. Oftentimes, an influx of migrants can overwhelm the availability of resources.

- **Ethnic tension**: Conflict is a more likely outcome when migrants and host residents belong to different social or ethnic groups. When environmental impacts influence decisions to migrate, populations of differing religious and ethnic backgrounds are forced to interact, which may increase social tensions. Migration, particularly in vulnerable regions, can influence livelihood insecurity within the receiving state, thus provoking internal conflict. Interestingly, the research found that a majority of intra-state migrations did not result in conflict.

- **Distrust**: Feelings of distrust may arise as a result of climate-induced migration. Distrust is often related to social and ethnic tensions amongst populations now competing for reduced resources (like land and water). Opposed groups will likely develop a sense of skepticism as tensions rise.
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Fault lines: Conflict may ensue over socioeconomic and/or rural to urban fault lines. Fault lines are specific attributes that subdivide groups.51 As climate change drives migration, more diverse groups come into contact, increasing the potential for divisiveness and, potentially conflict.52

The four factors together with auxiliary conditions, including less developed economies, exposure to environmental disasters, dependence on natural renewable resources, history of conflict, and the infrastructure to manage in-migration, may increase the risk of conflict.53

It is important to note that while climate shocks commonly prompt immediate migration, climate variability occurs over time, making it difficult to predict and measure.54 Very little empirical research has explored the relationship between climate variability, migration patterns, and violence. A majority of the literature focuses on short-term impacts of climate change, therefore ignoring the risk of violence over a long period of time and often explained away by factors outside of climate change.55 Overall, while many scholars theorize that climate change-induced migration increases the risk of violence, this pathway lacks verifiable evidence and is shrouded in unknowns. However, migration and mobility patterns have in the past played a critical role in violent outbreaks and this may be an exploitable area for VEOs (See Rapid Review #3).56

Figure 3: Migration and Mobility Pathway

Exploitation by Elites and Resource Management

The third climate-conflict pathway of relevance is related to elite exploitation and elite mismanagement of resources. A region experiencing climate change invites elites, who often control essential resources and markets, to exploit existing instability created by climate shocks and pressures to serve their interests, often at the expense of others.57 Evidence suggests that climate insecurities can engender and foster
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grievances, towards the state or out-groups allowing elites to capitalize on formed grievances to further personal agendas, often for profit.\textsuperscript{58}

In particular, this pathway can be understood through marginalized groups' feelings of absolute and relative deprivation following climate shocks and pressures and how these feelings manifest themselves into grievances. When elites exploit environmental, political, and socioeconomic insecurities that result from climate change, it can provoke feelings of relative and absolute deprivation within marginalized populations.

- **Absolute deprivation** emerges when groups lack the basic necessities to survive, while
- **Relative deprivation** occurs when there is a gap between expected livelihood experience and reality.\textsuperscript{59}

Grievances towards other social groups, especially outgroups, or inter-group grievances, are more likely produced by a sense of relative deprivation. Feelings of relative deprivation are likely to arise when elites’ lives improve, while marginalized populations’ livelihoods decline.

Elites also form connections with government representatives to establish legitimacy for controlling resource distribution.\textsuperscript{60} For example, grievances among Muslims in Xinjiang Province in China developed when the government facilitated irrigation and agricultural upgrades strategically in areas where Han Chinese immigrants resided, fueling feelings of relative deprivation.\textsuperscript{61} Distributing limited resources to powerful or in-favor groups exclusively perpetuates existing poverty and environmental damage.\textsuperscript{62}

“While small scale conflicts are often the outcome of climate shocks, state elites play a critical role in that pathway from local conflicts to large scale violence.”

Grievances towards the government, or anti-state grievances, materialize when the government lacks the capacity and capability to alleviate the impacts of climate change. Anti-state grievances likely exacerbate absolute or relative deprivation as weak governance cannot address or remedy the negative consequences of climate change. Groups resent the government for not only fostering an environment where elites overwhelmingly succeed but also failing to provide affected populations with basic needs. Anti-state grievances can undermine the legitimacy of the government. Thus, state elites are motivated to grow and secure their own support system, while weakening their opposition.\textsuperscript{63} To distract from their inability to effectively and efficiently address climate-related consequences, state elites often exploit existing tensions and political discord by encouraging inter-group conflict.\textsuperscript{64} Therefore, individuals channel their grievances towards other social groups rather than the regime. Demonstrated in Kenya in the 1990s, the Moi regime instigated ethnic violence to undermine the call for democracy. The government worked along Moi to exacerbate existing land grievances, cause group conflict, and safeguard the government’s power.\textsuperscript{65}
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When the government's power is threatened, state elites may strategically incite inter-group violence to undermine their opponents and validate their legitimacy. Although local, small-scale conflicts tend to be a consequence of climate shocks and pressures, communal conflicts can escalate into large-scale violence through elite manipulation. Specifically, elites can exploit existing inter-group grievances and use them to recruit individuals to support violence. For example, elite exploitation of grievances is demonstrated by Rezaigat camel nomads in Darfur who, before the droughts in the 70s and 80s, had mutually benefiting relationships with local farmers. The negative impacts of droughts led to local land disputes and provoked grievances among farmers and the Rezaigat. Grievances soon escalated to large-scale violence when the government capitalized on the Rezaigat’s grievances towards local groups and recruited them to enact violence.

Climate shocks that highly impact environmental security can create environments that invite elite exploitation. Feelings of relative and absolute deprivation influence grievances towards social groups and state elites. While small-scale conflicts are often the outcome of climate shocks, state elites play a critical role in the pathway from local conflicts to large-scale violence. Through existing tensions or inciting communal conflict, state elites have mobilized vulnerable individuals into conflict. How this relates to VEOs ability to exploit vulnerable individuals as well as an important future area of research.

Figure 4: Elite Exploitation Pathway

Tactical Considerations by Violent Non-State Actors

Contrary to the previous pathways that track how climate-related consequences may result in a heightened risk of violence, the third pathway which considers tactical considerations by violent non-state actors examines how climate pressures and variability creates an environment that may facilitate actual terrorist activity as a unique form of political violence. It is important to note that this pathway is not deterministic, and, at times, climate shocks and pressures have been known to decrease violent non-state actors’ presence. Other factors such as location, the strength of the military, governmental strength,
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and available resources will determine a violent non-state actor’s activity in a region. Nevertheless, according to scholars, climate change impacts can influence violent non-state actors’ tactical decisions in three broad ways:

- Controlling resource distribution:
- Recruitment strategies
- Adopting “opportunistic behavior”

Controlling Resource Distribution

Similar to elite groups, violent non-state actors exploit vulnerabilities to control natural resources and ensure livelihood security for their members when climate shocks and variabilities reduce or destroy natural resources. Whether it be land, water, or food scarcity, violent non-state actors will alter their strategies to acquire surviving resources after a climate shock. Moreover, scarcity justifies the use of violence by violent non-state actors in accomplishing their goals. For instance, climate shocks that affect agricultural production invite intimidation by violent non-state actors who often do not produce their own food but depend on intentional or forced contributions from populations.

Following severe droughts that affect agricultural outputs, violent non-state actors have been known to participate in land grabbing as a means to secure and control natural resources. Violence is most often used or escalated when violent non-state actors do not mutually benefit or cooperate with inhabitants. Violent non-state actors, such as Al Shabaab, Naxalite rebels, and Barisan Revolusi Nasional-Coordinate (BRN-C) rebels, have all used violent tactics, including terrorism, to ensure their access to resources. After a drought in 2011, Al Shabaab violently captured food supplies from local communities. Similarly, during a 2004 drought, farmers in Songkhla province, Thailand hoarded rice to keep it out of the hands of the BRN-C. In response, BRN-C resorted to violence to push local farmers off their rice farms and took the remaining rice to establish food security. These acts of violence committed by non-state violent actors were not only to ensure food security but instill fear.

Recruitment Strategies

Along with controlling resource distribution, violent non-state actors may exploit stressors created by climate change to encourage recruitment (see rapid review #3). Evidence suggests that deteriorating livelihoods from climate-related impacts make individuals susceptible to recruitment by violent non-state actors. When climate change significantly affects resource-dependent livelihoods, individuals may turn
to violent non-state actors to provide for themselves and their families. These mechanisms, together, provide opportunities for violent non-state actors to plan and engage in further terrorist activities.

Though climate change does not directly cause terrorism, it creates ample opportunities for violent non-state actors to further their agenda in different ways. To illustrate, Sunni Iraqis were grappling with severe environmental stress and anti-state grievances due to a long-lasting drought throughout the 2000s. In turn, the al-Nusrah Front and the Islamic State (IS) exploited these grievances as a tactic to recruit many Sunni Iraqis. The climate shock allowed them to increase their presence and grow in size. Non-state violent groups are more likely to gain support when individuals and/or groups seek outlets for their state grievances. Regions that are more unstable offer non-state violent groups a plethora of vulnerabilities that may increase recruitment.

Adopting “Opportunistic Behavior”

Lastly, tactical considerations of violent non-state actors are shaped by opportunities created by climate shocks and pressures. As climate-related changes influence environmental, economic, and structural breakdowns, violent non-state actors will adapt behaviors in response to new environments, aiming to produce more favorable circumstances for themselves. Climate change allows violent non-state actors to strategically develop new tactical considerations. For example, livestock raiding in Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda is more common in wet seasons when vegetation obscures stolen cattle and the extensive rainfall erases footprints. Violent non-state actors can react to changing climatic conditions and for example, use the weather to disguise movement.

Moreover, failed state responses to climate change, award VEOs the opportunity to gain influence over individuals and regions they otherwise would not have. For instance, in regions that lack strong governance, violent non-state actors seek to provide aid and assistance to vulnerable populations. In these cases, violent non-state actors are exploiting groups and individuals’ growing anti-state grievances by fulfilling traditional state roles. Thus, vulnerable populations become somewhat dependent and are indebted to violent non-state actors. While weak governance can create space for terrorist activity, violent non-state actors’ tactics are conditional on the capacity and presence of the state, non-state, and opposing groups. Tactical considerations of violent non-state actors are an essential factor in the climate-security-nexus and can be in a potential climate-terrorism pathway. As climate change progresses, the frequency and amplitude of climate shocks and pressures will increase, thus providing violent non-state actors with ample opportunity to commit and instigate violent conflict, and potential acts of terror. Resource scarcity, economic deprivation, and reduced state capacity will be significantly impacted by future climate events, causing an increase in concerns over the likelihood of terrorist activities. Despite this pathway varying across contexts, there is evidence that violent non-state actors use climate-related conflict to their advantage, thus posing a real threat to security.
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Bottom Line Summary

In sum, the present evidence does not support a direct causal link between climate change and terrorist activity. However, evidence suggests that the impacts of climate change create conditions that support violent contexts, including acts of terror. Climate change is increasingly understood to be a destabilizing force that enables VEOs to consider new strategies and tactics to achieve their objectives. Importantly, a future focus on the climate change-terrorism-nexus has a growing reach beyond less-developed nations and regions directly exposed to climate shocks and variability:

- **Accelerated urbanization is likely going to affect developed countries** as rapid population growth in less-developed countries seeks better opportunities in developed countries and communal conflict heightens. As a result, VEOs may exploit conflicts and instabilities in receiving countries.

- **Developed nations may need to offer aid and assistance to less-developed nations** as government infrastructure is overwhelmed by climate change, possibly leading to state failure.

- **Research on climate change’s influence on terrorism is even more imperative given the impending danger of more frequent and intense climate shocks and pressures.** Thus putting regions and groups’ political, environmental, and human security at risk. Specifically, heightened climate risks will allow VEOs to strategically develop new tactical considerations.

Recommendations

While scholars continue to highlight the importance of the relationships between climate change and conflict, less is known about the relationships between climate change and terrorism. Therefore, the following three recommendations offer ways to advance research on the interactions between climate change and terrorism:

- Though it is evident that migration and mobility patterns play a critical role in violent conflict, **large-scale and long-term impacts are often explained away by factors not relating to climate change.** This pathway and relationship need greater attention in the future.

- Climate shocks and variability will have **disproportionate impacts on poor, underdeveloped, and developing countries where varying levels of fragility exist.** Climate-related disasters and stress will likely compound existing vulnerabilities further exacerbated by possible inadequate governmental responses. It would be beneficial to advance research on if, and how, these pathways apply to other regions of interest, like more developed economies.

- Researchers should seek to **leverage criminology to explore affected group pathways into illegal activity.** Criminologists have extensively studied the economic and crime relationship through conflict theories, subcultural theories, opportunity theories, and strain and social disorganization theory.
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